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Abstract: In many commercial instruments for measuring reflectance, the area illuminated on the measured object is identical to the area from which light is collected. This configuration is suitable for strongly scattering materials such as paper, but issues arise with translucent materials, as a portion of the incident light spreads around the illuminated area by subsurface transport and escapes the detection system. This phenomenon, referred to as edge-loss, yields erroneous, underestimated reflectance measurements. In the case of colored and opalescent materials, the impact of edge-loss on the measured reflectance varies with wavelength, which is a significant issue for spectrophotometer and colorimeter users. In the present study, we investigate the edge-loss phenomenon with an emphasis on human skin measurement. In particular, we use a mathematical model to estimate the PSF of translucent materials, relying on the diffusion approximation of the radiative transfer theory, to predict edge-loss measurement error. We use this model to discuss the suitability of several commercial spectrophotometers for accurately measuring translucent materials of various optical properties and show that not all devices are adapted to all translucent materials.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Spectral reflectance measurement is commonly used to characterize the visual appearance of objects or to study their optical properties. Since the way light is reflected by an object strongly depends on the object’s material and surface properties, the reflectance measurement method must be adapted to each case. It is well known that a strongly specular object, such as a polished piece of metal, cannot be measured in the same way as a Lambertian object, such as a piece of rough paper [1]. In this study, we aim to provide more information on the measurement of samples made of translucent material. Translucent materials include marble, jade, resin-based composites, plastic, leaves, organic materials, biological tissues and human skin, and their measurement impacts applications in many domains including medicine, dermatology, dentistry, agronomy, 3D printing, cultural heritage and computer graphics.

A translucent material, also called a turbid material, can be defined as a scattering and absorbent material into which light can enter and propagate, before either being absorbed or re-emerging. For most exiting photons, the exit point differs from the entry point due to subsurface scattering. The probability for a photon to re-exit the material at a given location in function of its entry point is described by the material’s Point Spread Function (PSF). This definition of translucency, which can be more precisely referred to as optical translucency, is an intrinsic property of the material revealed when illuminated on a finite area, and relates to its propensity to spread light due to subsurface scattering around the illuminated area. Optical translucency should not be mistaken for the visual sensation of translucency [2,3] that describes an object's appearance and depends on a multitude of parameters including the object's shape, surface properties, material properties, lighting conditions, the observation being static or dynamic, as well as the interpretation of the light signal by the observer's brain. The perceptual translucency of an object is not always correlated to the optical translucency of the material that it is made of: under homogeneous illumination, a plate made of translucent material is perceived as translucent when it is thin enough to transmit light, and is perceived as opaque when it is sufficiently thick to prevent any light transmission. In this study, when we refer to translucent materials, we are referring to optical translucency, regardless of the visual appearance of the measured object itself. We also prefer the term “strongly scattering” to the term “opaque” to designate materials for which subsurface light transport is strongly limited, i.e. materials...
for which any incident ray is absorbed or backscattered so quickly that the distance it can travel within the material is almost zero.

When a translucent material is illuminated on a finite area, part of the reflected light exits the material outside the illuminated area, creating a blurring effect at the edges. When measuring reflectance, this lateral spread of light can yield incorrect measurements: if the area observed by the light collection system coincides with the illuminated area, the light exiting the material outside the illuminated area is out of the scope of the light collection system, and reflectance is underestimated. This measurement artefact, related to a loss of light at the edges of the illuminated area, is known as the edge-loss phenomenon [4].

For colored and opalescent materials, optical properties vary with wavelength, therefore the distance that light can travel within the material, i.e. the size of the material's PSF, varies with wavelength. Consequently, edge-loss varies with wavelength, and affects not only the amplitude of the measured spectral reflectance, but also the spectral distribution. From a colorimetric point of view, edge-loss affects lightness as well as hue. This phenomenon has been observed for applications on restorative materials for dental prosthetics [4–6], where reflectance measurement errors result in very visible aesthetic issues. Edge-loss has also been observed in human skin measurement [7,8], and is referred to as red-loss in some skin studies [9]. Indeed, long wavelengths are absorbed less and scattered less than the wavelengths covering the rest of the visible spectrum [10], thus travelling deeper and wider within skin than other wavelengths. When skin reflectance is measured using a spectrophotometer with identical illumination and observation apertures, the edge-loss phenomenon is stronger in the red part of the spectrum, where the measured spectral reflectance is significantly underestimated.

The impact of edge-loss on reflectance measurement is strongly related to the geometry of the measuring device. The highest error is observed for spectrophotometers with identical illumination and observation apertures [4–6], a configuration adapted to strongly scattering materials and found on many devices used in industrial applications. Some instrument suppliers also offer devices featuring different illumination and measurement apertures, which are more adapted to translucent material measurement, such as portable spectrophotometers designed for skin meterology [11]. However, to our knowledge, there are currently no adequate recommendations on how to choose a spectrophotometer depending on the measured material's transluency, a shortcoming that this paper seeks to address.

The International Commission on Illumination (CIE) [12] and the ASTM standard organizations [13] have raised the problem of translucent material measurement and underlined that it requires caution in the choice of measurement configuration. However, no precise recommendations have been given. In a 1976 technical note of the US National Bureau of Standards, Hsia proposes a formal description of edge-loss [14], but the resulting recommendations remain vague: he advises working with large samples, with an illuminated area at least two or three times larger than the observation area. In this article, we propose a study of edge-loss which accounts for both the configuration of the measuring device and the optical properties of the translucent material. Indeed, the requirements on the illuminated and observed areas that minimize edge-loss strongly depend on the measured material: strict requirements apply for highly translucent materials like skin, but a wider range of configurations can be used for less translucent materials like marble. We address the edge-loss issue with a theoretical approach to provide spectrophotometer users information about the most appropriate measuring configurations according to how translucent a material is, restricting our study to infinitessimal thick objects (or thick enough to prevent light transmission) measured in reflection.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: fundamental radiometric quantities used in the study are recalled in Section 2; experimental measurements are presented to illustrate the edge-loss phenomenon along with current recommendations in Section 3; the problem is addressed theoretically in Section 4; an example of application on skin is given in Section 5; edge-loss error predictions are presented for several commercial spectrophotometers and several types of material in Section 6; finally, further work and conclusion are presented in Sections 7 and 8.

2. DEFINITIONS

The reflection and scattering properties of an object are characterized by various radiometric quantities formalized by Nicodemus et al. [15], which permits us to describe how much light is reflected (Reflectance), in which directions (Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function - BRDF), and how far light travels within the material before emerging from it (Bidirectional Scattering-Surface Reflectance Distribution Function - BSSRDF). When it comes to the study of translucent materials, the concept of Point Spread Function (PSF) can be added to these three quantities. We propose in this present section to recapitulate the definitions of Reflectance and PSF, as they will be crucial to the rest of the article.

2.1 Reflectance

Reflectance, a dimensionless quantity, denotes any ratio of reflected flux to incident flux received and emitted by the same surface element. Reflectance generally depends upon wavelength, illumination geometry and orientation (solid angle), observation geometry and orientation (solid angle), polarization and the location of the point of observation [16]. This last parameter is often ignored for uniform materials. Spectral reflectance is defined as the reflectance in successive narrow wavebands of similar bandwidth.

Reflectance is a general concept that has no signification until precise geometries for illumination and observation are specified, since different combinations of illumination and observation geometries generate very different reflectance values. For example, the reflectance of an aluminium mirror illuminated by collimated light at a certain angle is around 0.8 if the observation system captures the specularly reflected light, and 0 otherwise. For a unified approach of these geometries, Nicodemus et al. [15] proposed a classification of nine geometries based on 3 types of solid angles for the incident light and for the captured light (Fig 1): directional, conical and hemispherical.

![Figure 1. Possible geometries of illumination and observation for the definition of the reflectance.](image)

Strictly speaking, when the incident light fills a non-infinitesimal cone, its radiance distribution should also be specified. However, when illumination fills conical and hemispherical solid angles, Nicodemus’
classification assumes that the incident irradiance is constant. Accordingly, the hemispherical geometry corresponds to a constant irradiance over the hemisphere and is also referred to as diffuse. Two of the measurement geometries recommended by the CIE [12] are generally used in commercial spectrophotometers: the (45°:0°) geometry, which corresponds to an annular illumination at 45° and a directional observation at 0°, and the (d8°) geometry, which corresponds to a diffuse (or hemispherical) illumination obtained using an integrating sphere, and a directional observation at 8°.

Reflectance is hardly ever measured in practice, because it requires measuring the incident flux, which is very difficult. The measurement of a slightly different quantity called reflectance factor is therefore often used instead. Reflectance factor is defined as a ratio of the flux reflected by a surface sample to the flux reflected by a perfect diffuser irradiated in exactly the same way as the sample, collected in the same observation direction.

2.2 Point Spread Function

Light reflection by translucent materials involves light transport aspects that are not described by reflectance. Bidirectional Scattering-Surface Reflectance Distribution Function (BSSRDF) fully describes the spatial and directional aspects of light reflection, but is rather complex to measure or model. To characterize the reflection properties of translucent materials then, Point Spread Function (PSF), describing the spatial aspects of subsurface light scattering, is a simpler alternative which relies on fewer parameters than BSSRDF.

When a translucent material is illuminated punctually, part of the light exits further from the illuminated area due to subsurface scattering, creating a region of diminishing brightness around the point of illumination. The pattern of light observed is the PSF of the material, expressed in m². PSF is a function of the incident light geometry, the observation geometry, the position on the surface of the sample, as well as the wavelength and polarization state of light. It is defined as the ratio of the exitance of an infinitesimal area located in A(x,y) to the flux received by the point A(x,y):

\[
PSF(x_o, y_o, x_i, y_i) = \frac{M_o(x_o, y_o, x_i, y_i)}{F_i(x_i, y_i)}
\]

Similarly to reflectance, PSF is characterized by its measurement geometry according to the classification shown in Fig. 1. The incident light flux F_i and the exitance M_o are therefore defined for given illumination and observation solid angles.

PSF can be related to reflectance. When a surface receives a flux F_i punctually in A(x,y), its reflectance can be deduced from the PSF through a spatial integration over an area of observation A centered in A(x,y) which is sufficiently larger than the spread of the PSF:

\[
R(x_i, y_i) = \int_{A(x,y)} PSF(x_o, y_o, x_i, y_i) \, dx_o \, dy_o
\]

For homogeneous materials, PSF only depends on the distance between A and A(x,y) and consequently, reflectance is independent from the incident flux location A.

3. MEASURING THE SPECTRAL REFLECTANCE OF TRANSLUCENT MATERIALS USING A SPECTROPHOTOMETER

In practice, spectrophotometers do not provide a reflectance factor measurement on a single point as defined in Section 2.1, but rather the average value over an area of interest. Thus, to fully describe the measurement geometry, the respective sizes of the illuminated and observed areas must be defined in addition to the angular illumination and observation configurations. These additional parameters have a low impact on the measured reflectance for strongly scattering materials, since light subsurface transport is minimal. However, the choice of these parameters is crucial for measuring translucent materials. In this section, we give an experimental illustration of edge-loss impacting translucent material measurement, and present two general measurement configuration recommended by the CIE and ASTM.

3.1 Experimental illustration of the issue

In this study, three industry-oriented spectrophotometers from X-Rite, USA, were used to experimentally illustrate the edge-loss artefact: the Color i17, the Color i1 and the MetaVue™. Three samples were considered (see Fig. 2): the light skin sample of the X-Rite Macbeth® ColorChecker chart, a strongly scattering material; and two translucent materials, skin from the hand palm, and beige soap.

![Fig. 2. Color images of the three different samples captured using the MetaVue™ spectrophotometer (X-Rite, USA).](image-url)

The Color i17 spectrophotometer is a non-portable device that can measure both spectral transmittance and reflectance in the spectral range [360 nm, 750 nm]. The sample receives diffuse light from the whole hemisphere through the use of an integrating sphere. The reflected light is measured at 8° from the normal of the sample. The specular reflection can be included or excluded from the measurement. In this study, the “specular component excluded” (SCE) mode is used. An aperture diameter, defining the illuminated area, can be set to 6 mm, 10 mm, 17 mm or 25 mm. Several configurations are available for defining the lens parameter, which refers to the observed area. By default, the lens parameter is set equal to the aperture diameter, but it can be modified to observe a surface smaller than the aperture. A geometry that minimizes edge-loss is, for example, a 25 mm aperture for illumination, and a 6 mm aperture for observation (this configuration is referred to as ‘25 x 6 mm’ in the spectral reflectances plotted in Fig. 3).

The Color i1 spectrophotometer is a portable device that measures reflectance in the spectral range [360 nm, 750 nm]. The sample is illuminated with an annular source at an angle of 45° with the normal of the sample, and the reflected light is measured in the normal direction. The (45°:0°) geometry prevents capturing light specularly reflected by smooth or slightly rough surfaces. The illumination and observation areas are disks of respective diameters 4.5 mm and 3.5 mm. Although these areas differ slightly from each other, we will show that this difference is not sufficient to prevent reflectance measurement issues with translucent materials.

The MetaVue™ spectrophotometer is coupled with an imaging system, and measures spectral reflectance in the spectral range [400 nm, 700 nm] in the normal direction, with annular illumination at 45° from the normal over a large area. The manufacturer indicates an aperture diameter of 14 mm, but the illuminated area we observe on the sample is much larger (20 mm by 21 mm). A selection of observation apertures are possible, from 2 to 12 mm.
The measured spectral reflectance curves presented in Fig. 3 show that the illumination and observation configurations have no influence on measurements for the strongly scattering material (Color Checker patch). However, this is not the case for the translucent materials. When using the Color i7 with identical illumination and observation apertures (grey curves and black dotted curve), a smaller aperture causes a higher loss of light, therefore a stronger underestimation of the reflectance. The edge-loss effect is striking in the case of the “6 - 6 mm” and “10 - 10 mm” configurations (identical aperture for illumination and observation of 6 mm and 10 mm, respectively). The spectral reflectances measured with the Color i1 (yellow curves) are the lowest, indicating that this spectrophotometer is particularly not adapted to the measurement of translucent samples.

These results also show that edge-loss is a function of wavelength: for skin and beige soap, edge-loss is larger for large wavelengths (red light). As skin is heterogeneous, spectral variations due to variations in quantities including oxygen rate, blood volume fraction or melanin concentration also affect the different measurements. These variations, however, remain inferior to those that are due to edge-loss in the large wavelengths.

The above measurements suggest that the “25 - 6 mm” configuration of the Color i7 (aperture of 25 mm for illumination and 6 mm for observation, black solid lines on Fig. 3) and the “20 - 2 mm” configuration of the MetaVue™ (red curves on Fig. 3) produce the least erroneous measurements, as they correspond to the reflectance curves with the highest reflectance, particularly in the red wavelengths.

3.2 General recommendations

The CIE and ASTM warn of the particularities of measuring translucent materials, and define several terms to describe these particularities [12,13]. The sampling aperture is the aperture delimited by the illuminated area or by the area observed by the sensor, whichever is smaller. If the observed area is larger, and “large enough” to include all the subsurface scattered flux, the observed area is said to be under filled. If the illuminated area is larger, and “large enough” compared to the observed area, the observed area is described as over filled. These two configurations, illustrated by the dotted arrows in Fig. 4, correspond to the two ways of measuring the spectral reflectance of translucent materials.

In the under filled configuration, all the light that emerges from the material is collected, even when it is outside of the illuminated area, by having an observation area much larger than the illuminated area. In the over filled configuration, the small observation area focuses on the center of the illuminated area. Even though part of the incident light illuminating this observed area travels away from the observation scope, the loss is perfectly compensated by the light that has entered into the surrounding area and travelled to the observation scope. According to the Helmholtz reciprocity principle, which states that light traveling from any point P to any point Q in a static scene will follow the same path from Q to P with similar attenuations, the two arrangements yield the same results, except when the sample is photoluminescent (for which the reciprocity principle does not apply).

![Fig. 4. Possible observation areas for a given illumination on a strongly scattering sample (left) and on a translucent sample (right). The choice of observation area does not affect the measurement for the strongly scattering sample, but it does for the translucent sample.](image)

We notice that most spectrophotometers on the market place that are adapted to measuring translucent material are designed with an observation area smaller than the illuminated area. The opposite configuration appears to be less often implemented, perhaps because designing a diffuse or annular illumination for an area smaller than the observation area is technically more challenging than the opposite.

Within the definition of these two recommended measurement geometries, the meaning of "large enough" strongly depends on the material optical properties. In the next section, we aim to better characterize the possible measurement geometries by means of a theoretical approach.

4. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

In this section, a theoretical method is proposed to estimate the error affecting the spectral reflectance measurement of translucent materials due to edge-loss. This error, presented in Section 4.1,
4.1 Error estimation method

PSF, defined in Section 2.2, can be used to describe the light pattern, i.e., the spatial excitation function \( M_o(x, y) \) that results from a translucent material receiving a spatial irradiance \( E(x, y) \):

\[
M_o(x, y) = (PSF \otimes E)(x, y),
\]

where \( \otimes \) denotes the two-dimensional convolution, defined as:

\[
(A \otimes B)(x, y) = \int \int A(x - u, y - v) B(x, y) du dv.
\]

This relationship between PSF, \( M \), and \( E \) is illustrated in Fig. 5, in which the considered material is homogeneous and isotropic with a circularly symmetric PSF. In this example, the incident flux also exhibits a symmetry of revolution and can be described by a disk function. The light pattern observed on the illuminated material presents the same properties of symmetry.

As light incident on the strongly scattering diffuser is reflected directly off the surface with no subsurface scattering occurring, \( PSF_{ref} \) can be described by a Dirac delta function:

\[
PSF_{ref}(x, y) = k \delta(x, y).
\]

The constant \( k \) depends on how much light is reflected by the diffuser in the direction of observation. When the reference sample is a perfect diffuser, all the light is reflected uniformly over the full hemisphere, therefore \( k = 1 \) for hemispherical observation and \( 1/4 \) for directional observation. In practice, spectrophotometers often rely on calibration samples which are not perfect diffusers but for which the value of \( k \) has been precisely determined by the manufacturer.

When reflectance factor is measured using a device of finite aperture, the area \( A \) corresponds to the observation aperture and the incident irradiance \( E(x, y) \) depends on the illumination aperture. If \( A \) is not large enough to collect all the incident light such that the observation area is under filled, or if \( A \) is not small enough to be in the over filled condition defined in Section 3.2, the measured reflectance factor is erroneous. We note \( \varepsilon \) the relative error between the measured reflectance factor \( R_m \) and the actual reflectance factor \( R \):

\[
\varepsilon = 1 - \frac{R_m}{R}.
\]

In order to estimate \( \varepsilon \) according to the geometry of measurement, let us assume that a translucent sample is illuminated over a disk of diameter \( d \) and observed over a concentric disk of diameter \( d_i \). Both areas can be described by the disk function \( D_d \) expressed in Eq.(9), where \( d \) is the diameter of the disk:

\[
D_d(x, y) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } \sqrt{x^2 + y^2} < d / 2 \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

Using the disk function, the incident irradiance can be written as:

\[
E_i(x, y) = E_i D_{d_i}(x, y),
\]

where \( E_i \) denotes the irradiance within the disk, assumed to be constant.

The measured reflectance factor \( R_m \) can be rewritten from Eq. (6) according to the illumination and observation diameters \( d \) and \( d_i \), with PSF defined for the same angular configuration as the reflectance measurement:

\[
R_m = \frac{\int_{D_{d_i}} (PSF \otimes E_i D_{d_i})(x, y) dx dy}{\int_{D_d} k E_i D_{d_i}(x, y) dx dy}.
\]

Finally, we note that:

\[
\int_{D_{d_i}} D_{d_i}(x, y) dx dy = \begin{cases} 
\pi (d_i / 2)^2 & \text{if } d_i \leq d \\
\pi (d / 2)^2 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

Combining Eq. (6), (8), (11) and (12), we obtain:

\[
\varepsilon(d, d_i) = \frac{\int_{D_{d_i}} (PSF \otimes D_i)(x, y) dx dy}{\int_{D_d} (PSF \otimes D_i)(x, y) dx dy} \times \min \left( \frac{d^2}{d_i^2}, 1 \right)
\]

When the translucent material is homogeneous and isotropic, its PSF has a symmetry of revolution. Thus, Eq. (13) can be written in

\[
\varepsilon(d, d_i) = \frac{\int_{D_{d_i}} (PSF \otimes D_i)(x, y) dx dy}{\int_{D_d} (PSF \otimes D_i)(x, y) dx dy} \times \min \left( \frac{d^2}{d_i^2}, 1 \right)
\]
polar coordinates [8,14], though convolution in polar coordinates is less straightforward than convolution in Cartesian coordinates [18].

The measurement error \( \varepsilon \) can be estimated using Eq. (13) as long as the instrument geometry and the PSF of the material are known. The instrument geometry is generally accessible through documentation provided by the manufacturer. However, the PSF is rarely known, especially for a new material. We therefore propose to approximate it, using a generic function based on a small number of parameters, relying on the diffusion approximation model for light subsurface scattering.

4.2 PSF model relying on the diffusion approximation

We propose to model translucent materials as homogeneous media which absorb and scatter light. In the radiative transfer formalism, they are characterized by their optical index \( n \), absorption coefficient \( \mu_a \) (in \( m^{-1} \)), scattering coefficient \( \mu_s \) (in \( m^{-1} \)) and anisotropy parameter \( g \). In practice, the effects of anisotropy are often combined with scattering in the reduced scattering coefficient \( \mu_s = \mu_s \left( 1 + g \right) \). In order to derive the PSF model, we use the diffusion approximation, an equation of the radiative transfer theory valid for poorly absorbing materials (\( \mu_a \ll \mu_s \)), at distances to the source higher than the scattering mean free path \((-1/\mu_s)\) and under the assumption that, for sufficiently dense materials, the light distribution becomes nearly isotropic after several scattering events, even if single scattering in the material is anisotropic \((g \neq 0)\) [17]. The diffusion approximation has been preferred to much more precise models, such as Monte Carlo simulations, for its trade-off between accuracy and computation speed.

Let us consider a semi-infinite and homogeneous material of absorption coefficient \( \mu_a \), scattering coefficient \( \mu_s \), and optical index \( n \), illuminated by a light beam. Under the assumptions of the diffusion approximation, the diffuse irradiance (also called fluence rate in the literature [17], in \( W m^{-2} \)) \( \phi(x, y, z) \) at any depth \( z \) in the material satisfies the following equation:

\[
-D \Delta \phi + \mu_a \phi = S_d, \quad (14)
\]

where \( D = 1/(6\mu_s) \) is the diffusion coefficient with \( \mu_t = \mu_a + \mu_s \), \( \Delta \) is the Laplace operator, and \( S_d \) is the diffuse source irradiance distribution.

In order to model the PSF of the material under any illumination, e.g. directional, annular or diffuse, we first consider that the material is illuminated by an infinitesimally thin collimated light beam oriented according to the direction \( (\theta, \phi) \), where \( \theta \) denotes the polar angle in respect to the normal of the surface, and \( \phi \) the azimuth angle.

When the incident light is normal to the surface, it is easier to solve the diffusion equation using the dipole method introduced by Patterson et al. [19,20], in which the incident light is converted into a single punctual isotropic source located inside the material, paired together with a virtual source located outside the material, such that the boundary conditions are satisfied. In the case of oblique illumination, however, the dipole approximation is poorly adapted as it does not model correctly the asymmetry of the PSF [21]. To properly deal with oblique illumination, the incident light can be converted into a collection of point sources distributed along the incident refracted beam inside the material, with exponentially decreasing intensities. Again, the boundary conditions are satisfied by pairing each source with a virtual source outside the material. This line source method is illustrated in Fig. 6.

We refer to the works of Farrell et al. [20] and Donner and Jensen [22] for the implementation of this line source method. Let us consider a point source located inside the material, at a distance \( u \) from the surface along the incident refracted beam. The Cartesian coordinates of this point source are:

\[
(x_u, y_u, z_u) = (u \sin \theta \cos \phi, u \sin \theta \sin \phi, u \cos \theta), \quad (15)
\]

with \((\theta, \phi)\) characterizing the refracted beam direction: \( \theta = \arcsin (\sin \theta/n) \) and \( \phi = \phi + \pi \).

The boundary conditions are taken into account by adding a virtual source outside the material, at a position:

\[
(x_u', y_u', z_u') = (x_u, y_u, (z_u + 4AD)), \quad (16)
\]

with

\[
A = \left(1 + R_{eff}\right) / \left(1 - R_{eff}\right), \quad (17)
\]

where \( R_{eff} \) is the effective reflection coefficient which accounts for the light reflection at the air-material interface. It depends on the optical index \( n \) of the material: \( R_{eff} \approx 0.06361 + 0.0681 + 0.7099/n - 1.4399/n^2 \) [23].

This point source, whose flux is considered unitary, creates with its corresponding virtual source the diffuse exitance \( M \), at a point \((x, y)\) of the surface, given by:

\[
M_{\theta, \phi}(x, y) = \frac{1}{4\pi} \left[ z_u (\mu_{eff} - \frac{1}{d_u}) e^{-\frac{\mu_{eff} d_u}{d_u^2}} + z_u' (\mu_{eff} + \frac{1}{d_u'}) e^{-\frac{\mu_{eff} d_u'}{d_u'^2}} \right], \quad (18)
\]

where

\[
\mu_{eff} = \sqrt{3} \mu_s \mu_t,
\]

\[
d_u = \sqrt{(x - x_u)^2 + (y - y_u)^2 + z_u^2},
\]

\[
d_u' = \sqrt{(x - x_u)^2 + (y - y_u)^2 + (z_u + 4AD)^2}.
\]

The total exitance \( M_{\theta, \phi}(x, y) \) at the surface is obtained by considering an infinite number of sources along the refracted light beam and summing the exitance given by Eq. (18) for each source of flux \( F(u) \):

\[
M_{\theta, \phi}(x, y) = \int_0^\infty F(u) M_u(x, y) du. \quad (20)
\]

The flux \( F(u) \) of each source decreases exponentially with the source location \( u \) along the refracted beam. However, since most materials are
anisotropic, the light near the point of incidence is not sufficiently scattered to reach the isotropic scattering regime. To account for this, a phase function correction can be applied when the scattering phase function is known [21]. We have followed the suggestion of Donner and Jensen [22] to add, as an approximation, an attenuation coefficient \(K(u) = 2(1-\exp(-\mu t))\) to the source power. Therefore, for an incident beam of flux \(F_0\), a spatial distribution along the refracted beam \(du\), and a material of reduced albedo \(\alpha = \mu_s/\mu_t\), the source flux \(F(u)\) can be written as:

\[
F(u) = 2F_0\alpha e^{-\mu_t u} (1 - e^{-\mu_t u}) du.
\] (21)

It verifies:

\[
\int_0^\infty F(u)du = a^2 F_0.
\] (22)

The total existance is:

\[
M_{\theta,\varphi}(x, y) = \frac{2\mu_s F_0}{4\pi} \int_0^\infty e^{-\mu_t u} (1 - e^{-\mu_t u})
\]

\[
\left[\frac{\sin \mu_{\varphi}}{d_u^2} + \frac{\sin \mu_{\theta}}{d_u^2} + \frac{\sin \mu_{\varphi}}{d_u^2}ight] du.
\] (23)

Finally, the PSF of the material for an oblique illumination of direction \((\theta, \varphi)\) and a diffuse observation is obtained by dividing the existance by the flux punctually received at the surface:

\[
PSF_{\theta,\varphi}(x, y) = \frac{M_{\theta,\varphi}(x, y)}{F_0}.
\] (24)

From Eqs. (23) and (24), we can now compute the material's PSF for any illumination configuration and diffuse observation.

Figure 7 shows PSF profiles calculated using the line source method for normal and oblique illuminations for a material with \(\mu_s = 0.01 \text{ mm}^{-1}\), \(\mu_t = 1 \text{ mm}^{-1}\) and \(n = 1.4\). It illustrates the asymmetric PSF obtained for oblique illuminations;

\[
PSF_{\theta,\varphi}(x, y) = M_{\theta,\varphi}(x, y) / F_0
\]

\[
PSF_{\theta,\varphi}(x, y) = \frac{\frac{2\pi^2}{2\pi} M_{\theta,\varphi}(x, y) d\varphi}{\int_0^{2\pi} M_{\theta,\varphi}(x, y) d\varphi}
\]

\[
PSF_{\theta,\varphi}(x, y) = \frac{\frac{2\pi^2}{2\pi} M_{\theta,\varphi}(x, y) \sin \theta d\theta}{\int_0^{2\pi} M_{\theta,\varphi}(x, y) \sin \theta d\theta}
\] . (25)

Figure 8 shows the PSF profiles for these configurations and the same material \((\mu_s = 0.01 \text{ mm}^{-1}, \mu_t = 1 \text{ mm}^{-1} \text{ and } n = 1.4\) ). We can note that even for a normal illumination, the curve obtained using the line source method (plotted in solid black), cannot be substituted by the curve obtained using the dipole approximation (plotted in yellow) when accuracy is required at the center of the PSF.

Fig. 8. PSF Profile for various illumination conditions estimated using the line source method and the dipole approximation (normal illumination) for \(\mu_s = 0.01 \text{ mm}^{-1}, \mu_t = 1 \text{ mm}^{-1} \text{ and } n = 1.4\).

Regarding the curves corresponding to oblique annular illuminations (see PSF(45°x:0°) in grey and PSF(80°x:0°) in dotted black, respectively corresponding to an annular illumination at 45° and 80°), as expected, annular illumination recovers the circular symmetry of the PSF although oblique illumination creates asymmetric PSFs as shown in Fig. 7. However, we did not anticipate that there would be such a small difference between the PSF curves corresponding to a normal collimated beam (see PSF(0°x:0°) in solid black) and an annular illumination at a low angle (see PSF(45°x:0°)). When the incident angle \(\theta\) of the annular illumination increases (see PSF(80°x:0°)), the PSF profile remains very close to PSF(0°x:0°) at the center, and is slightly higher further from the center. Similar observations can be made from Fig. 8 with PSF(0°x:d) (diffuse illumination, in red), which is slightly higher than PSF(0°x:0°) further from the center.

Regarding the geometry of observation, when the diffusion approximation applies, the diffuse light that exits the material can be assumed to be Lambertian, i.e., reemitted with the same radiance in any direction of the hemisphere. In such cases, capturing light in any direction \(\theta\) within this cone corresponds to capturing a fraction of the light reflected in the full hemisphere:

\[
PSF_{\theta}(x, y) = \frac{1}{\pi} PSF_{\theta}(x, y) .
\] (26)

The relative measurement error expressed by Eq. (13) is invariant to PSF multiplication by a constant. Consequently, using this theoretical
model, the predicted error remains the same for a diffuse observation or a directional observation.

In the following sections, given that there is little observable difference between the curves of Fig. 8, the PSF for a normal collimated beam will be used rather than the PSF for an annular or diffuse illumination, as it allows for shorter calculation time. In addition, given that the edge-loss error is invariant to multiplication by a constant as mentioned above, the model of PSF that will be used is that which is valid in the $(0^\circ)$ configuration although the usual geometries of measurement are $(d,0^\circ)$ and $(45^\circ,0^\circ)$.

5. APPLICATIONS ON HUMAN SKIN

Skin is a translucent material of considerable interest for applications in various fields including medicine, dermatology, cosmetology and computer graphics. To study the impact of edge-loss on skin measurement, we use in this section the PSF model presented in Section 4.2 [Eq.(23)] by considering parameter values at the wavelength 700 nm issued from the literature for light-colored skin: $\mu_a = 0.05$ mm$^{-1}$ for the absorption coefficient [10], $\mu'_s = 1.5$ mm$^{-1}$ for the reduced scattering coefficient [24] and $n = 1.4$ for the optical index [10]. The selected wavelength corresponds to that in the visible spectral domain for which skin is the least absorbent and the least scattering, and therefore, for which measurement error due to edge-loss is highest.

We consider illumination and observation apertures, each varying between 1 and 50 mm. The PSF of the material is modeled for a normal directional illumination, the configuration that is the fastest to compute in Matlab (MathWorks, US), under the assumption that it is close to the PSF for diffuse or annular illumination with a directional observation, as discussed in Section 4.2.

Figure 9 displays the relative error for the reflectance measurement predicted according to Eq. (23) for any observation and illumination aperture couple within the considered range. On these 2D graphs, the abscissa corresponds to the size of the observation aperture, and the ordinate the size of the illumination aperture.

The graphs confirm that error is higher when the observation and illumination apertures are the same size. In such a configuration, according to our theoretical prediction, an aperture larger than 20 mm is required to achieve an error below 10%, and an aperture larger than 40 mm is required to achieve an error below 5%.

When the observation and illumination apertures differ from one another, the relative error decreases significantly. The same error is observed when the illumination and observation aperture sizes are reversed. This is consistent with the Helmholtz reciprocity principle for light paths. We can therefore refer to either the illuminated or observed area, whichever is larger, as the measurement area.

The smaller the measurement area, the larger the difference needed between observation and illumination apertures to obtain low measurement error. For example, for a 20 mm diameter measurement area, the difference needed to obtain less than 5% measurement error is 2 mm. Conversely, for a 12 mm measurement area, the difference needed to obtain less than 5% measurement error is 5 mm. According to our simulations, the measurement area on skin must be larger than 7 mm to obtain less than 10% error at 700 nm.

These theoretical predictions can be compared with the experimental measurements presented in Section 3.1. Experimentally, the true value for skin reflectance factor $\tilde{R}$ cannot be measured with the spectrophotometers at our disposal, as none of them offer illumination apertures sufficiently large and observation apertures sufficiently small to guarantee no measurement error on skin at 700 nm. Therefore, it is not possible to compute the relative measurement error from the measured reflectance factor $\tilde{R}$. However, it is possible to compute the deviation $\gamma$ defined as the relative difference between $\tilde{R}$, the reflectance measured for a set of illumination and observation apertures $(d_i,d_o)$, and $\tilde{R}_{m,ref}$, the reflectance measured in the configuration $(d_{i,ref},d_{o,ref})$:

$$\gamma(d_i,d_o,d_{i,ref},d_{o,ref}) = 1 - \frac{\tilde{R}}{\tilde{R}_{m,ref}}.$$ (27)

From the definition of the relative measurement error $\varepsilon$ given in Section 4.1 [Eq.(8)], we also note that, for any configuration $x$:

$$\tilde{R}_{m,x} = (1 - \varepsilon(d_i,x,d_o,x))\tilde{R}.$$ (28)

Fig. 9. Predicted relative error (%) for skin reflectance measurement at 700 nm ($\mu_a = 0.05$ mm$^{-1}$, $\mu'_s = 1.5$ mm$^{-1}$ and $n = 1.4$) for various illumination and observation apertures. The same graph is plotted with two different color scales, a continuous one and a discreet one. The discreet scale is for an easier reading of the percentage of error.
Therefore, the deviation $\gamma$ can be expressed according to the errors $\epsilon(d, d')$ and $\epsilon(d_{o,ref}, d'_{o,ref})$ calculated using Eq. (13):

$$\gamma(d, d', d_{o,ref}, d'_{o,ref}) = 1 - \frac{1 - \epsilon(d, d')}{1 - \epsilon(d_{o,ref}, d'_{o,ref})}. \hspace{1cm} (29)$$

For skin at 700 nm, Eq. (27) is used to estimate the experimental deviation for several measurement configurations of the Color 17 (SCE, dSP), relatively to the configuration “25 mm – 6 mm” corresponding to a 25 mm illumination aperture and a 6 mm observation aperture. Equation (29) is used to compute the theoretical values for this deviation. Both experimental and theoretical deviations are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Experimental and theoretical deviations $\gamma(d, d', 25 \text{ mm}, 6 \text{ mm})$ for skin reflectance measurement at 700 nm. The reference measurement considered here corresponds to a 25 mm illumination aperture and a 6 mm observation aperture ($d_{o,ref} = 25 \text{ mm}, d_{o,ref} = 6 \text{ mm}$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$d_{i}$ (mm)</th>
<th>$d_{o}$ (mm)</th>
<th>Experimental deviation $\gamma$</th>
<th>Theoretical deviation $\gamma$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
<td>8.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 shows that the experimental deviations are mostly consistent with the deviations predicted by the model, especially for apertures 10 and 17 mm. However, the model tends to underestimate the measurement error for a small aperture (6 mm), and overestimate it for a large aperture (25 mm). Several reasons for this have been identified.

Firstly, the optical coefficients used in the prediction model might not correspond to the actual properties of the measured area of skin. In particular, the selected $\mu_s$ value ($\mu_s = 0.05 \text{ mm}^{-1}$) is rather arbitrary; literature provides average values, but skin absorption properties are highly heterogeneous, strongly varying from one person to another or in different locations on the body.

Secondly, modeling skin as a uniform single layer material is perhaps an overly simplistic approximation [25]. It is very likely that considering two layers or more would yield a more accurate model of skin PSF [26].

Lastly, the PSF model itself has limitations; the diffusion approximation is not valid close to the point source, that is at the center of the PSF, where it underestimates the amount of reflected light [27]. This suggests that the model tends to overestimate the portion of light reflected far from the source, which might induce an overestimation of the measurement error. It is not clear to what extent this issue, which is not specific to skin, affects the predictions. For measuring skin, a more accurate PSF model could improve the prediction accuracy, for example by using a more detailed model of skin and a Monte Carlo method to predict light propagation in skin. For objects that can be described as homogeneous and semi-infinite, further studies are required to identify whether or not a more accurate PSF model significantly improves the prediction accuracy.

6. COMMERCIAL SPECTROPHOTOMETERS

PERFORMANCES FOR VARIOUS DEGREES OF TRANSLUCENCY

For skin and biological tissues, the predictions presented in the previous section are possible thanks to many optical coefficients published in the biomedical optics literature. However, for many other translucent materials, optical coefficients are not precisely known.

We propose to classify materials into three broad categories of translucency, limiting our study to materials with $\mu_s' \geq 1 \text{ mm}^{-1}$ for which the diffusion approximation is valid [17]. As already explained in the introduction, we are interested here in optical translucency rather than perceptual translucency, for which translucency scales also exist. This optical translucency is considered to be low when the material’s PSF is narrow, due to a rather high scattering coefficient, to be high when the PSF is large, due to a rather low scattering coefficient, and to be medium for an intermediate PSF size.

Table 2. Example of translucent materials [24,28].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\mu_s'$ (mm$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Translucency</th>
<th>Example of materials</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\approx 1$</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Skin (near infrared), apple flesh, beeswax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\approx 2$</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Milk, skin (red and green wavelengths), cocoa butter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\approx 5$</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Marble, cream, skin (blue wavelengths)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Several spectrophotometer manufacturers offer measuring devices with illumination apertures larger than the observation aperture, thus allowing reflectance measurements on translucent materials. The considered spectrophotometers, from X-Rite (US), Barbieri Electronic

Fig 10. Predicted PSF normalized such that its value at the center is 1 and displayed in false colors, for materials of various $\mu_s'$ and fixed $\mu_s = 0.01 \text{ mm}^{-1}$.

To better understand these different degrees of translucency, various examples of common materials that fall within the specified ranges are given in Table 2 [24,28]. We would like to note that by covering the material with a layer of strongly scattering medium, such as powder or white paint, translucency is strongly decreased. By doing so, the reflectance measurement becomes less sensitive to the illumination and observation areas. This is for the case with human skin when it is covered by make-up or foundation.
Table 3. Estimated measurement error of several commercial spectrophotometers for various degrees of translucency (with $\mu_s$ in mm$^{-1}$ and $\mu_a = 0.01$ mm$^{-1}$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement device</th>
<th>Apertures</th>
<th>Estimated error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$d_i$</td>
<td>$d_o$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-Rite Color i7</td>
<td>25 mm</td>
<td>6 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-Rite MetaVueTM</td>
<td>20 mm</td>
<td>2 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbieri Spectro LFP</td>
<td>8 mm</td>
<td>2 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Konika Minolta CM-700d</td>
<td>11 mm</td>
<td>8 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BYK-Gardner Spectro2guide</td>
<td>12 mm</td>
<td>8 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The estimated error values presented in Table 3 show that the type of measuring device strongly impacts the amount of edge-loss. The lowest error values are obtained when the illuminated area is large, and when it is significantly larger than the observed area.

The most highly translucent materials ($\mu_s = 1$ mm$^{-1}$) are the most problematic to accurately measure; an error below 5% cannot be obtained using any of the tested devices. However, all of the considered devices perform well on materials with low translucency ($\mu_s = 5$ mm$^{-1}$): error does not exceed 5% for any of them.

For samples with medium translucency ($\mu_s = 2$ mm$^{-1}$), such as human skin between 500 and 700 nm, the choice of device significantly affects the reflectance measurement accuracy. Reflectance measurements are least affected by edge-loss using the "25 - 6 mm" option of the X-Rite Color i7 spectrophotometer, where the illumination aperture is 25 mm and the observation aperture is 6 mm, or the "20 - 2 mm" option of the X-Rite MetaVueTM spectrophotometer, corresponding to a 20 mm illumination aperture and a 2 mm observation aperture. For these two configurations, it is necessary to have samples that are sufficiently large and sufficiently homogenous, which is not always possible. When the sample is smaller (12 mm or less in diameter), the four configurations offered by the four spectrophotometers suppliers considered here are equivalent.

With more absorbent materials, the estimated errors are strongly reduced. Choosing a slightly higher absorption coefficient of $\mu_a = 0.05$ mm$^{-1}$ rather than 0.01 mm$^{-1}$, the error remains below 1% for materials with low translucency ($\mu_s = 5$ mm$^{-1}$) and below 6% for materials of medium translucency ($\mu_s = 2$ mm$^{-1}$). For materials for which $\mu_s = 1$ mm$^{-1}$, however, absorption needs to be higher for all spectrophotometers for accurate measurements.

7. FURTHER WORK

We have limited our study to the measurement of infinitely thick objects through which light cannot pass; however, the measurement of spectral reflectance and transmittance of thin translucent materials raises similar questions, with additional parameters such as interface effects, sample thickness or 3D shape. As it is not always possible to ensure very thin planar samples, a wider study including these configurations would be useful.

To take this study further, edge-loss phenomenon could also be used to estimate the optical properties of translucent materials, which would be of great use to the study of skin in vivo. There currently exist several methods relying on reflectance measurement and optical modeling for estimating the scattering and absorption properties of a material, however, they are not adapted for skin in vivo measurement, as they rely on measuring the material in two different configurations, such as in reflection and transmission, on black and white backings [29], or for two different thicknesses of the material [30]. These configurations are not adapted to thick materials that cannot be altered, like skin, or art glaze in the domain of cultural heritage. Measuring reflectance using different configurations that are differently impacted by edge-loss, along with an optical model describing the phenomenon, could present a solution to estimating the absorption and scattering properties of a material. Such a method has been implemented for skin characterization by Yoshida et al. [31], who uses the dipole approximation to model PSF. A similar method has been proposed in the field of 3D printing by Urban et al. [32], who use reflectance measurements impacted by edge-loss to define a translucency index. These approaches seem promising for the development of potentially compact and low-cost optical devices, especially for applications to skin study.

8. CONCLUSION

In this study, we have proposed a theoretical approach to edge-loss, with the PSF of translucent materials modeled using the diffusion approximation of the radiative transfer theory. The model was applied to predict edge-loss measurement error according to the sizes of the illumination and observation areas, and the material's optical properties. The theoretical results obtained here show that the correct choice of illumination and observation areas strongly depends on the optical translucency of the material. Commercial devices for translucent material measurement are mostly adequate for measuring materials with low translucency, but the spectrophotometers referenced here all demonstrated significant shortcomings when it came to highly translucent materials. For samples of intermediate translucency, the accuracy of the measurement varied depending on the measurement configuration, with large measured areas yielding...
better results. For large samples, accurate reflectance measurement can be obtained with several devices. However, when the measured sample is too small or not homogenous on a sufficiently large area, materials of medium and high transmittance difficulty to measure. For example, measuring the spectral reflectance of the human lip using a commercial spectrophotometer seems particularly challenging. In such cases, hyperspectral imaging [26] can be a good alternative, as the illuminated area can be very large, and the observation area, corresponding to the area imaged by a single pixel of the camera, can be very small.
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